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Many Faculty
Changes For
Coming Year

Number 1

Class Of '56 Kept Busy
With Frosh Week Work
More Than 800 Newcomers Finally
Settled After Whirl Of Activity

Three Departments
Have New Heads

The big whirl of Freshman Week has now subsided into :I daily
round of classes, but for a few days the more than 800 new college
students were wondering if the spin would ever end. Conferences,
examinations, banquets, receptions, books and class cards wt're only
a few of the many problems confronting the class of 1956.

Forty appointments of new faculty j
members and 20 faculty promotions!
were announced during the summer I
But from all reports the newcomers*
recess. Three departments, History j
, survived the ordeal, made their peae-:
and Government, Modern Languages.'
and Chemistry, have new department j
with the administration, and are now
heads for the beginning of the fall
ready for the first of "the four be,.:
semester.
years of their lives."
Dr. John W. Beamesderfer has been
They spent the first day gettiftz
appointed permanent head of the
settled in their rooms and lookin2
chemistry department succeeding Dr.
around to see if others in their clas-•
Irwin B. Douglass, who is on a leave
were as lost as they. However, much
of absence. Dr. Robert York has been
About 120 new students, the maof the initial bewilderment was dis _
named acting head of History and
persed Thursday evening when nearly jority of them freshmen, have received
Government in the absence of Dr. E.
850 freshmen and upperclassmen I scholarships for the coming year. ApF. Dow, and Professor Alfred G.
gathered in Memorial Gymnasium for! proximately S18.500 has been given to
Pellegrino has been named acting
the newcomers in varying amounts.
the freshman banquet.
head of the Modern Languages departTwelve thousand dollars comes from
Eleanor
Zehner
and
Pat
Dionne.
ment during the leave of absence of
j ere the regular Uniersity fund for new
co-chairmen
of
the
banquet,
Professor W. H. Starr.
seated at the head table with the presi- students while the remainder comes
New appointments for the 1952-53
dents and leaders of the major clubs from outside sources such as alumni
school year follow.
funds, the Sears-Roebuck and A and
Phyllis Noyes (seated, left), a member of the 1952 Alland organizations on campus.
P funds.
George E. Ainsworth, Assistant to
Maine Women, and Edith G. Wilson, Dean of Women, aid in
Under the leadership of Don Lord
the Director of the Department of
The awards were made by the Unithe registering of two freshman women, Marilyn Wood (left)
and accompanied on the piano by Phil
Industrial Cooperation; Kenneth W.
Haskell, the freshmen were introduced versity Scholarship Committee from
and Barbara Willey (right) in the women's gym. Marilyn and
Allen, graduate assistant in Zoology;
to the U. of M. college songs and applications received during the spring
Barbara are both home economics majors. Photo by Shannon
Hardy D. Harry, Agricultural EdiMaine cheers. Master of Ceremonies and summer. Chairman of the comtor, Agricultural Experiment Station;
Dionne called on club leaders who mittee is Professor Fred Lamoreau.
Richard B. Clark, orchardist; Ruth H.
gave short talks on the activities of' Other members are Percy Crane. DiCook, associate professor of home
rector of Admissions, and Philip J.
their organizations.
economics; Burk A. Dehority, graduBrockway, Director of Student Aid
Open
house
was
held
in
the
womate assistant in biochemistry; Carl N.
and Placement.
en's dormitories following the frosh
Fenderson, graduate assistant in zoBrockway announced last week
banquet where dancing and enterology.
tainment were the order of the eve- that, besides the scholarships. there
Stanley L. Freeman. instructor in
would be a limited amount of work
rting.
education; Earl B. French, instructor
available for freshmen. "We do not
Friday was spent registering and
in economics and business administraencourage freshmen to work, though,
Considerable maintenance work was "A swell buy for the money," was being X-rayed. In the evening the unless it is absolutely necessary." he
tion; Clyde A. Hayward, assistant in
new students were welcomed by Presichemistry, Agricultural Experiment done on the University campus during the way Charles E. Crossland, direcsaid. He explained that any outside
dent Arthur A. Hauck at an assembly
Station; David H. Hokans, instructor the summer months. And according tor of Student and Public Relations,
work might hurt the new student's
in
the
Memorial
Gym.
academic standing.
in geology; Robart D. Littlefield, as- to John C. Dempsey, Superintendent described the new University Concert
Program conferences, meetings with
sistant in horticulture; Frank J. Mara- of Buildings and Grounds, students Series as he looked down the list of
He went on to say: -This office is
advisors, and physical examinations
scia, graduate assistant in chemistry; will feel the effect of this work once the scheduled performers.
always ready to confer with students
left
little
Saturday.
spare
time
The
Cornelius J. Murphy. graduate as- the cold weather arrives.
The Concert Series admission card
on financial problems. We may not
day's grind was eased that evening.
sistant in chemistry.
Improvements accomplished were: that each student was issued when he however, with a Freshman "Mixer" be able to solve them.- he said. "but
Inge M. Nachum, instructor in
we will try."
The road between Crosby Hall and registered will entitle him to hear
home economic,: Frank W. Owen, the New Engineering Building has Alec Templeton November 18. The held in the Gym. Songs, dancing. and
The freshmen and tramfers receivfruit specialist; Robert W. Paulson, been eliminated and a foot-path put Revelers February 11, and William entertainment were organized by Ruth ing scholarships are as follow:
Mitchell,
Breen
Bernard,
Woody
Carextension vegetable specialist; Fred- in its place.
Warfield April 6.
Gordon H. Allard, Lawrence E.
ville, and Cynthia Nelson. Eileen
erick H. Radke, assistant professor of
Templeton needs little introduction Cassidy was the advisor.
Barker. Evelyn M. Barnes. Clinton R.
The
walk
and
road
around
Balenbiochemistry; Charles D. Richards,
Edward A. Belisle, Neville
tine Hall has been done over and the since his concert, radio, and motion
A sing lead by Carol Prentiss.' Barter.
instructor in botany; Carleton E.
"Maine Day path" along the Mall picture appearances have made him a Charles Hussey. and Advisor James I Ilium-. Ruth E. Bowles. Richard A.
Sawycr, graduate assistant in physics;
familiar figure even in the average
Brown. Elaine Carroll. Richard W.
has been black-topped.
Selwood, was held in the Women's!
Carol J. St. Lawrence, graduate asClrk, Freida J. Clement. Stanley E.
The Women's athletic field has been college student's musical world com- Gym Sunday evening.
sistant in chemistry; Claude Z. WestClish. Cora M. Coggins. Henry M.
regraded and a new drainage system posed chiefly of radio, records, and
fall, graduate assistant in wildlife conMonday evening the freshmen w ere Colby.
juke boxes.
installed.
servation.
received at the home of President
Olive M. Conant. Margaret F.
Warfield. a leading concert banAnd added to all this, some sewage
Laurence A. Wing, assistant proand Mrs. Hauck from 7:00-9:30 p.m. Crabtree. Roderick J. Cyr. Deborah
work
was
completed
Winslow.
around
(Continued on Page Two)
fessor of geology: James L. Wolfhafor the annual Freshman Reception. G. Davidson. Nancy L. Day. lames J.
(Continued on Page Two)
Duffy-, Jr.. John D. Eagles. Jr.. Alton
11. Earle. Paul I. Firlotte. Charles G.
Folsom. Arvid J. Forsman. Richard
R. Forsyth. Norman E. Fuller.
Stanley D. Furrow. Fanl E. GardHiram T. Cierrish. Harold R.
ri:r.
T. V. Smith, noted American eduhis Ph.D. in 1922. Teaching at th:
Robert L. Giguere. Wayne C.
Gerry.
cator, author, and political expert,
same mid-western university in 192-. Gi!man. Donald A. Grant. Robert W.
featured
will
he
speaker
the
at
the
Mr. Smith was also Dean of the Col- Gray. Alton C. Hall. Lida Hanako,
University of Maine registration for
leges during the same period.
the 1952 fall semester began last Fri- first assembly of the school year to
Paul Hanson, Robert A. Hardy,
Although serving as an instructor., Harold F. Hede. Jean M. Henley,
day. September 12, when 807 men be held in the Memorial Gym toMr. Smith continued his quest forj John D. Hesketh.
and women enrolled in the class of morrow morning at 9:25 a.m.
The program will include a welhigher education and was awarded ani Glens I. Hill. John F. Hodgkins.
1956.
LL.D. from Miami University (Ohio)! Emery B. Howard. Jr.. Helen M.
Upperelass, transfer, and three-year coming address by President Arthur
in 1938. And in 1944. he received; Howard. Donald F. Huntington, Vernursing students, who began regiAra- A. Hauck, who will also preside at
his second LL.D. from Florida South-e non E. Hutchins. Glenn D. Hutchintion on Monday, were expected to the assembly.
Currently an instructor at Syracuse
ern college.
bring the total number of students to
1
(Continued on Page Two)
University, Mr. Smith has had a long
Mr. Smith was a member of the:
the 3000 mark.
Illinois State Senate from 1915'
The ratio between men and women and diversified career. Born in a log
through 1938 and a member of the Two U Of M Grod:irtes
showed slight signs of leveling off cabin in Blanket, Texas, in 1890, Mr.j
76th Congress from 1939 through
with about 210 freshman women and Smith worked his way through high
Studying At Fort Bliss
597 freshman men. This means that school and college, receiving an A.B.
1941. He is the only American edudegree
University
from
the
of
Texas
cator to have served officially in three
there are less than three men for
Two June graduates are among the
every woman, but this ratio becomes in 1915. The following year he was
conquered countries—Germany. Italy. officers now attending an Associate
and Japan—for the rehabilitation of Battery Officers Course at Fort Bliss,
higher when upperclass students are awarded an A.M. from the same institution.
his career temporarily and enlisted education.
taken into account.
Texas. 2nd Its, Kenneth F. Naguler.
In 1916 Mr. Smith became a pro- in the army as a private.
The total of out-of-state students
The University Board of Trustees and Merrill D. Bartlett will spend 15
enrolled in the Freshman Class on fessor of English Literature at Texas, Upon his release from active ser- meeting on the campus tomorrow weeks studying anti-aircraft tactics
Friday was 318, most of whom are Christian University, but at the start• vice, Mr. Smith returned to the Uni- morning, have been invited to attend and gunnery, communications and
of the first world war, he postponed' versity of Chicago where he received the assembly.
in the College of Technology.
guided missiles.
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Campus Repair Major Talent
Work Done
Listed For
During Summer Concert Series

Fall Registration
To Exceed 3000

Noted Author To Speak At Assembly

l'age Two
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Lack Of Employment Top Talent Listed
Causes Little Worry In Concert Series
(Costinued from Page One)
To 1952 Graduates
There was no lack of employment
opportunity for 1952 graduates according to reports from Philip J.
Brock‘‘ay, Director of Student Aid
and Placement. Approximately 74
per cent of June graduates registered
for placement have accepted jobs.
Representatives of 128 companies
made 138 visits to the campus to conduct 2.475 personal interviews. Brockway said that this was an all-time high
for the 17 years of placement service
at the University.
The Placement Bureau for Teachers
operated by the School of Education,
has handled 700 inquiries for teachers,
more than ever before in the bureau's
history. The bureau has placed about
350 seniors and alumni in teaching
pocitions.

Newcomers Receive Students AtSummer Large Number
$18,500 In Awards School Total 1148; Of
Promotions
126 Given Degrees
(Continued from Page One)

WELCOME BACK
bern tOld

BDMOCTAG
Look around and vou'll Iind 'em.

"Mickey" Goldsmith
Class of'46
T E 4:0

•

Welcome To Our University
Friends Both New And Old
You are cordially invited to make
Andrews your musical headquarters
COLUMBIA

RCA-VICTOR

RECORDS
DECCA

CAPITOL

Largest Collection in Northern

MGM

Or

Un
Tw

Made In Faculty

tone, will be recognized by most as
the man who sang "Old Man River"
in the movie "Showboat."
The Revelers also ring a familiar
chord in most college students' ears.
Considered by many critics as the
most famous male quartet in the
world today, the Revelers have gained
this reputation with concerts in the
United States, Canada, and Europe.
The Concert Series again will end
with the annual University Music
Night on Thursday, April 30. This
concert by the University Band,
Chorus, and Orchestra was made a
part of the Series for the first time
last year and was so well received
that it has been included in the program again this season.

•
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son, Barbara H. Ilvonen, Alice L. The Um% ersity of Maine awarded
Johnson, Joan M. Johnson, Wayne W. 55 bachelor's degrees and 71 master's
(Continued from Page One)
Johnson, Dorothy E. Jones, George degrees at the summer graduation
0. Jones, Walter S. Kane.
which brought to a close the 1952
gcn, assistant professor of chemistry:
Eurania L. Kellis, Alice L. Kelson, summer session.
Alfred M. Wynne, graduate assistant
Ian G. Kinoshita, Gwenita E. KnowlThe session was attended by 1148. in chemistry;
Rita R. Yardmian, gradton, Annette M. Langevin, David A. As in past sessions, many of those atuate
assistant
in zoology; Jacob Berg.
Leipold, David 0. Locke, Carol M. tending were teachers.
Loud, John M. Lyons, Richard B. Workshops in elementary and sec- instructor in psychology; Carl DennMcDonough, Donald F. Mairs, Lionel ondary school education, omitted ler, instructor in business administration; Mrs. Mable M. Dixon, house
E. Mathieu.
from the program of the '51 session,
William J. McGuire, Marjorie F. were reinstituted for this session. Each director; and Mrs. Mary D. Dole,
Mealey, Bette-Jean Meserve, Calla workshop had its own director and house director.
Brooks W. Hamilton, assistant proE. Miner, Sterling A. Moores, Melvin consultants provided guidance in mafessor of journalism; Philip L. Hamm,
D. Morrell, Homer P. Morrison, Lee jor curriculum areas.
instructor in mathematics and asE. Murch, Patricia M. Nelson, Norma
Directors for the workcamps were tronomy; Kenneth F. Nielson, assistJ. Osgood, Lee R. Parker, Neil F. Philip
Annas, Associate Deputy Com- ant professor of agronomy; Robert
Patterson, Leroy W. Paul, Robert E. missioner
of Education for the State Perkins, technician in electrical enPelletier.
of Maine, and Robert King, principal, gineering; Daniel Peterson, graduate
Warren W. Pert, David F. Pether- elementary school,
Glens Falls, N. Y. assistant in psychology; Irving G.
bridge, Richard A. Powers, Doris I.
Provencher, Anita L. Ramsdell, The University was host to two Rounds, instructor in civil engineerJames R. Reed, Grace H. Richards,, special conferences during the session, ing; Jerry L. Rountree, instructor in
Paul W. Richardson, Levi M. Ross,' the Guidance Conference and the third animal pathology.
III, Normand R. Roux, Jan E. annual Leadership Conference of the
Eleanor A. Russell, assistant in
Saleeby, Wayne H. Sargent, Lewis E. Maine Congress of Parents and Teach- nutrition; Robert B. Rhoads, assistant
ers.
Schoppee, Frank A. Shaw.
professor of agricultural engineering.
The Guidance Conference, directed
Clement Sheng, Richard Shibles,
The following are promotions effecEdward G. Sleeper, Helen L. Stan- by Dr. Edward Landy, was a 2-day tive July 1, 1952:
program
including
lectures
group
and
wood, Everett 0. Stoddard, William
Arthur G. Randall, from assistant
F. Stone, Lester E. Tarbell, John P. discussion meetings. The purpose of
Therault, Ann M. Thomas, Zane A. the Conference was to develop an idea professor to associate professor of
Thompson, Norman H. Touchette, of what guidance is and what part it forestry; Moody F. Trevett, from asMary J. Tozier, Kenneth W. Tryon, plays in the total educational program. sistant professor to associate professor
The Parent-Teachers Leadership In- of agronomy; Malcolm W. Coulter.
John S. Vincent.
from instructor in game management
Barbara A. Whitmore, Barbara R. stitute was attended by people from
many
parts
of
the state, including to assistant professor of game manWilley, Norman F. Wilson, Faith E.
Wixon, Rhoda A. Wood, James C. state and local officers and a repre- agement; Mrs. Ingeborg MacKellar.
sentative of the national PTA. The from instructor in home economics to
Woodbrey.
purpose of the Institute was to dis- assistant professor of home economcuss the role of the PTA in contribut- ics.
Hugh J. Murphy, from instructor in
ing to the advancement of education
agronomy to assistant professor of
and other educational issues.
The University sponsored two lec- agronomy; Gorden E. Ramsdell, from
ture series of noted national educators instructor in dairy husbandry to asSpecial athletic admission cards and foreign lecturers, as well
as two sistant professor of dairy husbandry:
for student wives may be obtained at assemblies which included
a perform- Geddes W. Simpson, from associate
the Faculty Manager's office in Me- ance by the Camden Hills
Theatre entomologist to entomologist; Jonamorial Gym. The card, priced at group and a violin sonata
than Biscoe, from associate professor
duo.
$6.00 including tax, will entitle the
to professor of physics.
holder to a seat in the student cheerRobert M. York, from associat
Put your campus gripes in a Letter
ing section for the four home football
professor to professor of history; Wilgames
to the Editor.
liam H. Jeffrey, from assistant professor of history and government to
associate professor of history; Da% i I
W. Trafford, from assistant professor
to associate professor of history; Edgar B. McKay, from instructor in
economics to assistant professor of
economics.
John J. Nolde, from instructor to
assistant professor of history and government; William A. Sleeper, from
instructor to assistant professor of
music; Carroll F. Terrell from instructor to assistant professor of English;
Herbert H. Wood, from instructor to
assistant professor of government.
T. Russell Woolley, from instructor
to assistant professor of speech; John
W. Beamesderfer, from assistant professor to associate professor of chemistry; Waldo M. Libbey, from assistant professor to associate professor
of electrical engineering; Robert Supple, from assistant professor to associate professor of education.
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GET YOUR BOOKS NOW.

IF WE ARE OUT OF STOCK,

Malik'

Sound-Proofed Listening Booths

RADIOS — PHONOGRAPHS

ORDER WITH THE CLERK.

Small and Large Models in
All Price Ranges

YOU CANNOT WORK

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
Rental — Sales — Repairs
Reeds,Strings. and All Accessories

WITHOUT THE BOOKS.

SHEET MUSIC LIBRARY
Over 20,000 Pieces of Music
Classical — Popular — Instructional

(-flickering, Mason & Hamlin. Cable

AND MONEY

New and Used Pianos for Rent

Ant
renec

New officers of Tau Kappa Epsilon
fraternity are: Norman Pelletier, president; Bill Hirst, vice president; Jean
Lavigueur. secretary; and Irvin
Haynes, treasurer.

DON'T LOSE TIME

PIANOS — ORGANS

No

is

Opera louse

MAINE'S FINEST MUSIC STORE

ANDREWS
MUSIC HOUSE, INC.
Since 1885

uS Main St., Bangor

Tel. 4023

BY WAITING.

Now Playing Sept. 18, 19, 20

"THE UNTAMED

UNIVERSITi STORE CO.

FRONTIER"

Joseph Cotton, Shelley Winters
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culty
Sept. 21-23
The steel strike raised a new problem and
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An enlarged scholarship program 1953, with the
help of Foundation
for juniors and seniors is planned for grants. Said Dean
Campbell, "The
this year by the Executive Committee enlarged scholars
BY DAVE GETCHLI
hip and curriculum
of the University of Maine Pulp and policy should encoura
not the roof of the
ge many new
Paper Foundation, according to Dean men to take
new Memorial Union Building this summer as long delays in steel
the course."
Tryouts
Ashley
S.
for
the
Campbel
Maine
l
of the College of
Masque's
deliveries ended plans for a late December opening. The date conAccording to Dean Campbell, "The
first production of the year will be Technology.
expansion of this program demontractors now set is February or early March.
Under this enlarged program tui- strates the sincere
held in the Little Theatre, Sunday,
interest of the
Charles E. Crossland, chairman of
Monday, and Tuesday, September 21- tion scholarships will be available to Foundation in promoting fundamental
the Union Building fund committee,
qualified
junior
and senior engineer- education, and is at the same
23, at 7:15 p.m., Herschel L. Bricker,
said last week that most of the steel
time a
Masque director, announced this week. ing and forestry students who plan to significant step forward toward
immediately essential for construction
the
enter
the
pulp
and
paper
industry and objective of bringing the University
The production, the musical. "Lady
is now on hand but that roof girders
of Maine to a position of uncontested
in the Dark," has many openings for its allied fields.
arc still in shipment.
Under the original program, the leadership in supplying the technical
singers
and
dancers
as
well
as
straight
He went on to say that despite the THURSDAY,SEPT. 18
fact that needed building materials are 6:45 p.m.—A0Pi Meeting—North acting parts. according to Mr. Bricker. five-year course was open only to men manpower needs of the fifth largest
A large backstage crew is also needed. majoring in chemistry, but increased industry of our nation and the most
again coming through, the long delay
Estabrooke
"All students except Freshman demands of the industry have made prominent industry in the State of
in delivery caused by the strike set the FRIDAY,SEPT. 19
women are eligible and are-uzged to it necessary to include all depart- Maine."
planned opening date back another 9:25 a.m.—Assembly (Prof.
T. U. report
for the tryouts," Mr. Bricker ments of the Colleges of Technology
two months.
Smith)—Mem. Gym
and Forestry.
added.
Maine Protests
The present contract calls for the 8:00 p.m.—Owls-Eagles Stag—
In addition to the regular scholar"Lady in the Dark" is an elaborate
completion of the first floor and the
Mem. Gym
ship program, a Foundation Loan
"The State of Maine and the Canamusical-comedy written by Moss Hart,
snack bar on the ground floor. Final SATURDAY,SEPT.
Fund has been established to supple- dian Confederation"
20
is the subject of
with
music
by Ira Gershwin and Kurt ment
construction of the building, including 8:00 p.m.--Class of 55 Stag
grants for the fifth year curricu- an article by Dr. Alice
Dance Weill.
R. Stewart,
The
late
the second floor, the game room and
Gertrud
e
Lawrenc
e
—Mem. Gym
lum and to aid other students who associate professor
of history, which
starred in it during its long Broadway
kitchen on the ground floor, will have
plan
to
enter the paper industry.
SUNDAY,SEPT. 21
appears in the latest issue of the
run, and Ginger Rogers had the lead
to wait until further funds arrive.
The Pulp and Paper Foundation Canadian Historical
4:00 p.m.—Edward Prescott
in
the
Review. This
movie
version.
The first floor will include the MeScholarship Program, supported by article is an investigation
Concert—Carnegie Foyer
of the backIt is the selection for the Home- private and industria
morial Room, a finely finished room
l donors, was ground and results of Maine's official
TI.ESDAY,SEPT. 23
coming week end, to be presented established in
dedicated to the memory of Univer1950. Ten students will protest against the confederation
7:00 p.m.—General Senate Meetof
October 29 through November 1.
sity men who served and died in
have completed the course in June Canada in 1867.
ing—Carnegie Committee Room
World War II. Pictures of Gold Star
men will hang on the walls of the WEDNESDAY,SEPT. 24
room. Two books, one with names of 11:30 a.m.—Extension Service
Meeting—North Estabrooke
the Gold Star servicemen and the
other with that of University war veterans will be displayed. Also dis- New
Type Greenhouse
played will be a book in which all the
names of people who contributed to Described At Meeting
the Union Building are written.
A new type of greenhouse combinThe first floor will also have a main ing
solar and electrical heat for the
lounge, separate lounges for men and
first time as the sole heat source was
women, seven meeting rooms, and
described here last month by M. 0.
two offices.
VVhithed, rural supervisor of the AtThe ground floor plans include a lantic City, N. J., Electrical Compan
y
snack bar, cafeteria and kitchen, and before a meeting of the North
Atlana game room. At present, however, tic section of the American Society
of
funds for the snack bar only are avail- Agricultural Engineers.
able.
The result of 17 years' research,
Construction of the remainder of the grenehouse is a one-story
cement
the building will not be resumed until block and steel structure utilizing
some
enough money is on hand to finish 36 panes of Thermopane
insulating
the entire job.
glass to trap solar heat.
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VOUII LATEST OUTSTANDING :SCREEN HITS
_

PHIK IMUSEMENT COMPANY
BIJOU
DANGOlt

Thurs., Sept. 18
's.n% pla, iii

ept. 18. 19

"Oh INAWA"
In Technicolor

Van Johnson, Paul Douglas
"WHEN IN ROME"
6:30-8:30

Anthony Dexter, Jody Lawrence. Gale Robbins, Anthony
Quinn

Fri. & Sat., Sept. 19-20

PARK

. 19.20

attractive prices!

Sun. & Mon., Sept. 21-22
Ray Middleton, Muriel
Lawrence
"1 DREAM OF JEANNIE"
Sun. Matinee 3:00-6:30

NON playing Sept. 17, 18
-slIE'S WORKING IIER
NA Al TilitotiGit COLLEGE-

Tues. & Wed., Sept. 23-21

\ irginia Mayo, Ronald Reagan

Frank Sinatra, Shelley Winter,
"MEET DANNY WILSON"
6:30-8:30

SerOild

Jeanne Crain, Scott 13iad
Thelma Ritter

Thurs., Sept. 25
Alexis Smith, Scott Brady

21's. Smart styling...better writ-

"UNDERCOVER GIRL"

ing features seldom offered at

6:30-8:30
Pij,ili and ()pet a II

Start off school in a breeze with
one of these smart new Parker

Feature

"MODEL AND MARRIAGE
BROKER"
Winter,

...at new

Rod Cameron, Adele Mara
"SEA HORNET"
Sat. Matinee 2:30; 6:30-8:30

tppa Epsilon
lletier, pres-,
sident; Jean
and Irvin

use

5TOHONO Pi

PARKER
'21'pens

(onti0000sly from 1:30 p.m. to
11:00 p.m.

even twice the price.
10M12 Ii Th. Park, Pon
Cotrtmeil

Parker "21"

Parker "21'
Deluxe

Pal her "21"
Custom

With metal slip-on
cap. Hooded point.
Colors. Ala( I. filue,
Green and Red

A luxurious pen with
solid engraving on
metal cap and clip.
4 colors.

12K rolled gold
plate cap and clip—
only gold capped pen
near the price.

$5.75

$7.50

$10.00

Writing'sfun with the New "21"! You glide through schoolwo
rk
on a super-smooth point ofOctanium,the wonderful new 8
-metal
alloy. Ink is specially metered to prevent skips and blots.
What's more, the "21"stores more ink in a new-type reservoir
which you can we through. And Parker's exclusive,
full-length
hooded point protects against smudgy fingers. Choose your
new
Parker "21" for school now!
Also see the economy psi value it the
yeer...PARKETTE—

$3.50
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Return Of The Native

Our Policy...
The public has one sacred heritage .. . the right to know.
And that heritage is the newspaper's trust. Each newspaper is
only as good as its policy toward that trust.
This is the beginning of a new year, of a new series of publications for us, with a new staff, and new ideas. But our policy
remains unchanged.
Our policy is to print all the news of interest to our readers
on campus. We can only do that with the fullest cooperation of
each person in our community.
We play no favorites among individuals or organizations.
Time and space are no less a problem to us than to astronomers.
We will do our utmost to cover every event, and give it the best
play possible within the limits of our space.
Our deadline for copy is Tuesday, at 3 p.m. We will be
more than appreciative to all organizations and individuals who
keep that in mind when providing us with information. And we
will be even more appreciative to those of you who will keep
our reporters informed of your activities.
Our office is in Fernald Hall, over the bookstore. And our
door is always open to all of you.
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
BUSINESS MANAGER

Doug Kneeland
Jean Dolloff
Dave Getchell
Helen Joh 110.011
Petit-mon Pert. Jr.

CITY EDITOR
ASSISTANT CITY EDITOR
SPORTS EDITOR
Tony Shannon
EDITORIAL PAGE EDITOR
Ellen LevSilver,
Lenny
Ferguson,
REPORTERS—Dave Brezger, Stan
inson, Joe Rigo, Bob Ostreicher, Dick Schurman, Marjorie Wylde, Dick
Stephens, Rosemary Ferris, Keith Ruff. Ben Pike, Mary Porter, Gladys
Armstrong. Asher Kneeland, Jr.
BUSINESS ASSOCIATES—Bryce McEwen, circulation manager; Paul
Dinsmore. advertising manager; Roland Kneeland, Edward Coffin, Marjory Robbins, Bernard Gardner, Elden Wixson, circulation assistants;
Bella Frazier, business secretary; Robert Goodell, David Fox, advertising
assistants.
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Senate Committees
And Adviser Named
For Coming Year

The Maine Campus

It's been a long summer for sonic of us. Too short for
others. Hot .. . dry ... farmers needed rain . .. vacation spots
prospered. Lots of changes ... on campus ... in the outside
world ... some good.. . some bad.
Union building growing ... brick by brick ... seniors may
never get to use it ... steel shortage slowing things down. New
concert series ... another dollar .. . worth eight times the price.
Korean War's like a faulty faucet ... first hot ... then cold.
Another influx of returning vets ... fewer than before ... but
influence may be felt ... some familiar faces ... called from
school 1950-51 ... good to see them back ... an empty classroom seat .. . grim reminder of those who won't be back.
Graduation is nostalgic time ... but first days back are
more so ... last year's seniors .. . making new lives ... on nearly every continent ... some married ... some soldiering. .
some studying ... some working.
More freshmen than last year . . . times haven't changed ...
same beanies . .. different color ... same eager attempts to look
like seasoned upperclassmen ... same failure to do same .. .
... always does .. . and four years go fast.
newness will wear off.
Sophomores look knowing ... adopt upper-class swagger..
lounge on benches ... cynical ...
free with advice to frosh
talk much of snap courses ... avoid tough profs ... glad to be
back ... feel they belong at last.
Juniors are jaded ... bored with the world ... stepping into
major subjects ... through with required courses ... have fixed
schedules ... no afternoon ... or Saturday morning classes ...
think of the one more year in store.
Seniors ... impatient ... a year's too long. . . eager for
spring ... graduation . .. the future ... and all it has to offer.
each class seems old . . . nothing new to offer ... have seen it
all before.
Professors .. . look weary at registration . . but who doesn't
... more students ... good students ... bad
... another year.
students ... and a million quizzes to correct ... some changes ..
new faces ... but most are familiar.
The campus . . . green and gold in late summer sun . . . deep
shadows carve soft silhouettes in velvety lawns ... the ivy grows
... trees slowly change
... and the dark red brick is mellow.
their summer finery for autumn's gaudy colors.
All things change . .. and all remain the same ... you are
someone new each year ... and yet are still yourself ... and so
it is with everything. .. the buildings ... campus ... students . .
professors ... and all the changing but unchanging world.

Or

Gerald J. Grady, assistant professor
of government, has been named faculty adviser for the General Student
Senate for the coming year. He has
served as adviser during the past year.
The following committees have
been named by the Senate for this
year:
Social Affairs: Jean Grindle, Richard Herrlin. 1 illis Joy, John Knowles.
Norman Roy. Joan Stanley, Donald
Stritch, and Charlotte Troubh.
Lieberman,
Constitution: Mark
Vaughn Martin, Dexter Stowell, Suzanne Tasker, Armond Thebarge, and
Preston Walters.
Elections: Delores Bell, David Dineen, Madeline Howard. Charles
Hussey, Janet Oliver, Joan Reed,
Frederick Spencer, and Donald Stevens.
Student Union: Ruth Bartlett, Paul
Butler, Chester Cambell, Janice Griswold, William Hirst, Charles Hussey.
Gorham Hussey, William Lindquist,
Paul Nlarcoux, Winship Moody, Cynthia Nelson, Beverly Pettingill, and
Ernest Sutton.
Assembly: Nancy Buchan, Willard
Butler, Emerson Colby, Jean Dolloff,
Charles Fassett, Charles Galbo, Shirley Kirk, Zinas Mavodones, Richard
Newdick, Patricia Parsons, Norma
Smaha, and Alan Walden.
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By HELEN JOHNSON
Point
year a
successfully met with theories. This
Welcome back, kiddies, and hello
playec
will come in handy the day after
all you newcomers! Isn't fall a lovely
his sei
graduation.
time of the year? The air is clean and
Three faculty artists of the Departbase!):
crisp and the trees take on a burnt
It is always well to impress your
ment of Music will give a series of
Capt.
orange color.
professors the first couple of weeks. recitals in Carnegie Hall this fall.
Cadre
Then there is alviays the return to
When they ask a question always vol- Edward Prescott, A.A.G.O., will open
fantry
school.
unteer an answer and then ask them a the series with an organ recital SunMe
C.
event
an
is
school
The return to
question. If you ask and answer
4:00 p.m.
versity
looked forward to with joyous antici- enough questions during the first two day at
this su
The second of the fall programs
pation by an altogether too small perweeks you won't have to say any- will be played by William Sleeper. . sides o
centage of the adolescent population.
thing else the rest of the semester. pianist, on October 19, and the final I no.
The summer which, in June, they
That covers the academic section of concert on November 16 will be de• Office
fancied would fly by so quickly, has college life.
voted to music for two pianos played 'Curtis ir
begun to drag. The jobs pall for those
There is a round of other activities by Mary Hayes Hayford and Mr,.
M:
employed. The parents of those unwhich
you will find facing you. These Sleeper.
r001E1 Clt
employed have given the unfortunates
are usually referred to as extracurThe concerts are open to the publif :the Univ
reason to wish they were somewhere
ricula activities. However, this re- and students at no charge.
1
1a1 for a
else.
porter knows a number of people
Mr. Prescott's program on Sunday is famili
They find that, on the whole, they
who, for all practical purposes, are is as follows:
who has
have nothing left in common with the
majoring in bridge and minoring in
Prelude, Fugue and Chaconne. :Worked 1
old high school gang, and they want
ping pong. If this happens to you, Buxtehudo; 0 Mensch, bewein dein' 10 years.
to meet their friends again.
you may find that the finals are really Sunde gross (0 man, bewail thy 'hospital
rethe
anticipate
So most students
sticklers.
heavy sin), J. S. Bach; Fugue in q. .brobably
turn to school with pleasure. It's a
Still if you really want to take part S. J. Bach; By the Waters of Babylon, -ffirre mc
pity that fulfillment is rarely as fine
Karg-Elert: First Sonata in D
in the wild student life you should
'Sins wit
as anticipation.
Purvus; Vorp
wishin
You upperclassmen who have both- participate in at least one extracur- Guilmant: Greensleeves,
Edmundson, '.r Extra
ered to follow this rambling thus far ricula activity. Don't be shy. There Himmel Hoch Tocatta,
Symphony. •this sumi
may stop reading now. The re- are a number of groups which you Scherzino, Weaver; First
for
The
Vierne.
Campus,
join.
Maine
can
is green(
enis
and
freshmen
for
mainder is
frequent
titled "a Comprehensive Guide to instance, would love to have some
eager beaver reporters. Come on up.
water to •
College Life."
We're right over the bookstore.
dry sumr
In the first place it is well to keep
As for your social life—just smile
growth
in mind throughout your four years
mowing
at the right people, kiddies, and that
here that the college world is the only
will take care of itself...
world where real problems can be
As was
WORO is still on its way. 1he chief
problem still facing the long-awaited school y
campus radio station is how to get free to 0
the broadcasts out of Stevens Hall contests.
where its studio is located. This calls also the
Three
for some extensive wiring which is
nis rout
now being worked on.
BY DAVE GETCHELL
A few trial broadcasts have already the Mai
been made, but reception is limited former!
mother-tied, immature college boy to to the area within approximately 500 Memori
The Caine Mutiny
a man. The exciting process takes in feet of the station's transmitter.
by Herman Wouk
Maine t
three years of World War II and the
Doubleday and Company. Inc.. 1951
Meanwhile the Maine Radio Guild tire !at(
According to official reports, there effects of an unusual triangle—a rusty is preparing to resume its weekly 4Tets itt
minesweeper called "The Caine," an broadcasts over Bangor's WLBZ. The ruins th
were over ten million men in the
United States Armed Forces during odd captain named Queeg, and a Guild plans to hold its first meeting surface
World War II. And for a while, in chorus girl named May.
practice
shortly.
The "mutiny" is the climax of
Three
the early post-war years. it seemed
"All students interested in radio
that at least half of them were au- months of boredom and harsh treat- broadcasting are invited to attend," defeated
thors. The late forties saw a glut of ment aboard the "Caine," a ship that Thomas R. Woolley, station faculty accepted
"ssar books" on the market, some of seems destined to do everything but advisor, said.
schools a
star C;ord
them good, some fair, and others had. fight.
However, the ship, the captain.
grid meni
or worse.
Willie. and the book do not end with Gardner Receives Ph.D.
A small few were excellent, and
Fairfield,
the reins
heading the list of those that we have the mutiny. It is. though, the pivot of For Thesis On Students
Willie's life. At this point the lines
Charlie B
read is a latecomer by Herman Wouk
Associate Professor Wofford a record at
that hind him to his past are frayed,
entitled "The Caine Mutiny."
This novel lacks two of the out- but many wearing months and his Gardner, head of the speech depart- For the
standing attributes that have made greatest test of courage must pass be- ment. received his Ph.D. degree in fans—mail
most of the war books best sellers, fore the last strands are servered and speech from Northwestern University not know
section is
sex and swearing The "lack" is com- the realization that he is a man comes this summer.
The subject of Dr. Gardner's thesil section wh
pletely countered, however, by a com- to him.
"1 he Caine Mutiny" is adventure was "The Relative Significance of thlt 50-yard Ii
bination of I-can't-put-the-book-down
Length and Frequency of Collep want to r
and fiction at its exciting hest but
action and accurate realism.
The theme of the novel is the de- Mr. Wouk gives his book a touch that Classroom Speeches in Developirtg minder, all
at 1:10 p.r
velopment of Willie Keith from a is almost documentary in its realism. Skill in Public Speaking."

One Small Gleam

Organ Recital
To Open Series

Reception Biggest
Problem For WORO

Reading For Pleasure
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Bewigacts Bears Picked To Repeat As YC Titlists
BY PFRLESTON PERT, JR.

professor
ned facul-

School's in again, and so are we—
0 tr
for another year. Sports around the
ii
country are pretty much the same
He has
with the Yankees and Brooklyn in
past year.
first place and the Red Sox out of
Lees have
sight, and footballs are flying thick
e for this
and fast everywhere.
Although the pigskin season has
idle, Richa'ready opened in Maine for high
BY TONY SHANNON
'Knowles,
schools, the college teams are still in
y, Donald
the practice stage with Maine no exLabor Day was also "kickoff"
ibh.
ception. The Bears have been drillday on the University gridiron as
jeberman,
ing since Labor Day and have held
55 football candidates reported to
towel!, Sutwo intra-squad scrimmages at which
'
head
coach Hal Westerman for
barge, and
moving pictures were taken to record
two weeks of rugged practice
the rough edges which Coach Hal
prior to the season opener, SepWesterman wants to iron out before
David Ditember 27.
the first game with Rhode Island on
Charles
Sept. 27.
an Reed,
I And with all eyes on the demaid StevAmong the other sports notes
fending state and Yankee Conof interest about the campus
ference champs to repeat as
rtlett, Paul
comes one via the Military Detitlists again this year, Westeranice Grispartment. A new addition to the
man
has been hard at work seedles Hussey,
teaching staff of the department
ing the good from the potentially
Lindquist,
this year is Capt. Robert A.
good in shaping his squad for the
oody, CynChabot, who will teach 1st Year
tingill, and
Advanced
Rhode Island clash just nine days
Infantry
students.
Football fans who followed
away.
an, Willard
Army's undefeated football team
Grad Losses
:an Dolloff,
of '44 will remember Capt. ChaGraduation dealt its yearly severe
ialbo, Shirbot as the blocking back for
blow
to college football teams all over
es, Richard
"Doc" Blanchard and Glenn Dathe country and the Black Bear squad
ns, Norma
vis, more commonly known as
was no exception. Losses from last
Mr. Inside and Mr. Outside.
year's championship team via the
"Chabot the Rabbit," as he was
"sheepskin route" include quarterback
Three veterans and three newcomers who are vying for backfield positions on the Westerman
called at West Point, was also a
Gene Sturgeon, passer, blocker, and
footbal
machin
l
e. Pictured in the front row (1. to r.) are veteran letterman Co-Capt. Jack Butinc tuber of the undefeated West
ace defensive back; hard running Gort m-fickl, Ed llogdanovich and Bill Grove. Back row (1. to r.) newcomers Bob Wallac
Point ha.eintll team in his junior
don Pendleton, who averaged four
e, Roger
year at the Military Academy. He
i!es and Ernie Smart.
yards per carry last fall; brilliant ends
Ban
Commer
or
cial
Photo
played third base that year and
Bob Whytock and Harry Easton, and
his senior year, during which the
one of the East's best guards, Captain
the Departbaseball team lost only one game.
Pete Pocius.
a series of
Capt. Chabot, who was one of the
Maine's Iloniceeming game
Sturgeo
n And Whytock Back
II this fall.
cadre officers at the R.O.T.C. Inthis year will take place on
Sturgeon and Whytock returned to
)., will open
fantry Summer Camp, Ft. Geo.
Nov. 1 ani will find the Black
the Pale Blue gridiron scene again
recital SunC. Meade, Md., where 60 UniBears clashi::g with the Colby
this
year, but in the role of student
versity of Maine cadets trained
31;tles in a 1:30 tilt on Alumassistant coaches. Sturgeon will aid
11 programs • this summer, is married and reTwo standout gridders from last
ni Field. The mornieg feature
Three Maine senior
surprise Sam Sezak with the freshman entry.
am Sleeper. , sides at 9 Webster Road in Oro- year's undefeated football squad are,
of Homecoming Day will be a
everyon
includin
e,
g
thmsel
vn, thi while Whytock will assist in the
.nd the final I no.
again back at the University serving
Maioe Froslt-Maine Maritime
summer
when, while attendin coaching of varsity ends. Bob Hollwill be deOffice of Faculty Manager Ted Hal Westerman as student assistant
Academy game at 9:90 a.m.
' R.O.T.C. summer camp at Fort way is back at his regular post in
ianos played turas informs this corner
that "Vin- coaches.
Meade, Md., they entered a pos charge of varsity backs, and Harold
d and Mk. hie" Myers, Memorial Gym
Dr. Rome Rankin, basketball coach
stock
swimming meet after it was wel "Tubby" Raymond is again instructroom clerk and groundsman here at and Director of Athletics, announced
under way and swam off with firs ing linemen.
to the publif 4he University, is laid up in
the hospi- that Bob Whytock will assist with
The return of 20 lettermen, plus
place as well as many top trophies.
e.
tal for a spell. "Vinnie," whose face the coaching of varsity ends, and
a
fine
showing by several sophomores
Dave
Anderson, Jim Brewer, and
on Sunda) Is familiar to just about
everybody Gene Sturgeon will take over as asand juniors, has given Westerman a
Glenn
Folsom
did
not
know
they
wer
who has business in Mem Gym, has sistant to Sam Sezak with the fresh- Two tennis tournaments are schedeligible to enter the meet because o nucleus around which to build his
Chaconne. :worked for the
University for at least man team.
uled for the campus courts this fall a mix-up in rules.
nwein dein' 10 years. He is expecte
The events wer '52 team, and barring any serious ind to be in the
Whytock and Sturgeon were out- instead of the usual one w hich previ- nearly half over when the three began juries Coach Hal perdicts "we'll be in
bewail thy 'hospital for three
more weeks and standing members of last year's state ously took in both upperclassmen and competi
tion against swimmers from good shape when Rhody comes to
Fugue in q, 'Probably will not be back
at work for and Yankee Conference champions. freshmen.
Ft. Meade and the 2nd Battalion o town the 27th of this month."
of Babylon, three months or so. This
department Whytock tallied 24 points from his
The freshmen will have a separate the 188th Airborne Regiment, the Lettermen Back
in D Minok 'loins with "Vinnie's" host
of friends end position while gaining a total of tourney which will start on Sept. 23 latter statione
Back for another year as Black
)urvus; Vont qh wishing him
d at Meade to train the
speedy recovery.
Bear gridders are Ed Boedanovich
239 yards. Sturgeon, a three-year star hile the tourney for upperclassmen R.O.T.C.
Edmundson; •r Extra special
care of Alumni Field quarterback, was noted for his fine begins on Sept. 29.
and Co-Captain Jack Butterfield in the
Symphony, this summer
The Maine men picked up where
has produced grass that passing and excellent judgment as
backfield; tackle Ed Cianchette and
Applicat
ions
for
either
tournam
ent the others left off with Anderson
is greener than ever. Regular and field general.
guard, Co-Captain Jim Butterfield,
may be obtained from the office of powering to a first in the
frequent applications of plenty of
100-yard both of whom were
Both gridders were selected as Prof. Stanley M. Wallace in Me- backstr
selected by Maine
oke and a second in the 100 coaches
water to the field during the extremely members of last season's
for the All-Maine squad last
All-Maine morial Gym. Freshman applications yard breaststroke
behind first-place year; 212 pound
dry summer has resulted in a goodly Intercollegiate team. Sturgeo
n was must be turned in by Sept. 18 in or- teammate Folsom.
tackle Harry Richgrowth of grass which now needs also named for the
ardson. who received honorable menAll-Yankee Con- der for the applicant to have his name
mowing twice a week.
The
three
then
teamed up to win tion on the Associat
ference squad, while Whytock was placeS on the tourney sheet. Applicathe 100-yard medley relay and a sec All-American eleven ed Press' Little
y. '1 he chief
As was the custom last season, high chosen for the Portland Sunday Tele- tions from upperclassmen must
in 1951, and
be
ond place in the 270-yard medley tackle Dick Breen
long-awaited school youngsters will be admitted gram All-Maine team.
tvrned in by Sept. 25.
who placed on the
relay.
Brewer placed in both the team Portland Sunday Telegra
how to get free to all but State Series football
m's Allraces to help clinch the Maine vic Maine squad. It is
>tevens Hall contests. General admission price is
these six veterans
tory.
J. This calls also the same.
upon whom Coach Westerman will
The swimmers were awarded nine rely in his bid for
ng which is
Three more hard surface tenanother undefeated
individual trophies. A team plaque season.
nis courts are near completion on
commemorating the surprise win. wil Coaching Change
have already the Maine campus. The courts,
be sent to the University soon.
n is limited formerly clay, are located near
Westerman and Chief Boston, head
(imately 500 Memorial Gym and will allow
gridiron mentor at the University of
Maine netmen to carrs on prac.mitter.
New Hampshire, are the only holdCross Country practice started at season's varsity team.
Radio Guild tice later in the fall V. hen frost the University yesterday, but Coach
over coaches from last year's Yankee
The
schedule:
its weekly :p.14 into th, clay emitrt% and Chester Jenkins is anything but happy
Conference teams. Bob Ingalls has
WLBZ. The ruins the surface. Al.o. the hard over the prospects of his team this Oct. 11 New Brunswick, Fredericreplaced Art Valpey at Connecticut;
ton, N. B.
first meeting surface court. is ill a I low more year.
Maine freshman football practice Charlie O'Rourke has taken over for
practice time in rainy weather.
Oct. 18 New Hampshire. Home
started officially yesterday afternoon Tommy Eck at Massachusetts; Ed
Three standouts on last year's un- "We've probably the weakest group Oct.
ed in radio
28
Springfi
eld,
Home
at 3 o'clock. Coach Sam Sezak's Donnelly for Fuzzy Evans at Verstart
to
season
a
with
we've
ever
had,"
to attend?' defeated Maine gridiron squad have
Nov.
1 Yankee Conference, Am- yearlings will face a four game slate mont: and Paul Cieurzo is now servwas the veteran mentor's comment
ition faculty accepted coaching positions at high Tuesday
this year with the first game coming ing as Major Harold Kopp's military
herst, Mass.
.
schools around the state. Backfield
on
Oct. 10 against Maine Central replacement at Rhode Island.
Jenkins went on to announce that Nov. 10 N.E.I.C.A.A., Boston
star Gordie Pendleton is now head
Institute at Pittsfield.
grid mentor
Lawrence High of his team captain, Carleton MacLean, Nov. 17 I.C.A.A.A.A., New York
The other three frosh games are at Reminder For Faculty
Ph.D. Fairfield, Les at
Leggett has taken over is ineligible this season, as are Fred
home.
Coburn and Higgins Classical
Libby
and
Bob
Yarrow,
the
reins
two
top men Tau
at nearby Old Town, and
lents
Beta Pi Elects
Institutes will play the Bear Cubs in On Season Grid Tickets
Charlie Burgess already has a 1-0 on last year's frosh squad.
afternoon games and Maine Maritime
Wofford (1. record at Winslow.
Faculty manager Ted Curtis wishes
Bill Hirst and Ed Perry are the only
Arthur Nicol has been named presi- Academy will
clash with the yearlings to remind members of the
eech depart- For the benefit of those student real veterans returning, Jenkins addfaculty that
). degree in fans—mainly the freshmen—who do ed, atlhough Dave Beppler, Colwyn dent of Tau Beta Pi, honorary engi- on the morning of Homecoming Day. season tickets should be purchased beneering
society.
Last season the frosh team played fore the first
Other newly-elected
n University not know where the student reserved Haskell and John Randall ran some
home varsity football
section is in the grandstand: it's the last year. The absence of Dick Dow officers are Eldred Littlefield, vice only three games, winning two and game in order to take full advantage
losing
one.
rdner's thes section which looks straight across the and Malcolm Osborne, both of whom president; Milton Leighton, corresof the ticket.
The schedule:
cance of ti 50-yard line. You can't and won't graduated last spring, will be felt ponding secretary; Frank Pickering,
The ticket this year admits faculty
Oct. 10 MCI away
of Colle want to miss it As an added re- keenly on the Pale Blue squad, and recording secretary; Milton Lane,
members to home basketball games,
Oct. 18 Higgins home
Developi minder, all home varsity games start weak frosh teams during the past two cataloguer; and Carl Perkins
a privilege which has been denied
, treasOct. 24 Coburn home
ticketholders in past years because of
at 1.10 pm.Gates open at noon.
years have done little to build up this urer.
Nov. 1 MM A home
the large enrollment at the University.

55 Candidates
Report For
Pre-Game Drills

tal

?ries

Two Gridmen
Assisting Coach

Surprise Win
In Swim Meet

Two Net Tourneys
Plannzd This Fall

gest

NORO

'52 Outlook For Cross Country
Squad Is Dim, Says Jenkins

Freshman Gridcle-rs
Report Wednesday
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Two Maine Students Essay Contest
Pass As Hillbillies
Seniors
In Massachusetts Open To
have
F. "Biff" Baker, last year's "Freshman hillbilly singer," was on the radio
as a folk singer again this last summer. He and a fellow Theta Chi
brother, John Mixon, were "Slim Biff
and Old John" of station WOC13.
West Yarmouth, Mass.
Biff sang on KDKA,Pittsburgh, year
before last but John is new to radio.
The two had an hour and a half show,
starting at 10 p.m., every Monday
night.
The show was partly records and
partly live. Biff and "Old John"
played records—which makes them
qualified disc-jockeys—and played
and sang. John played the electric
"gee-tar" and Biff his regular Spanish
model.
This year the pair will be at the
Theta Chi house and may enter the
Talent Show again. They are both
from Falmouth, Mass.
It's news today, history tomorrow.
Pring it to the Campus today.

Society

Two New Housemothers Added To Women's Dorms

Two new housemothers have been University of Maine, Class of 1917.
appointed for women's dorms. Mrs. While she attended the University she
Mable Dixon of Portland will be was a resident at Balentine Hall.
housemother for Colvin Hall and Mrs.
BY
MARGIE
THONIAS
Mrs. Dole has always lived in
Cash prizes totaling $5000
Mary Dole of Sebago Lake will be Maine. She is well qualified for the
Another year of books, classes, and housemother for West Hall East.
been offered by the National Council
housemother's position having had
of Jewish Women for essays on the of course social events. The year got
Mrs. Dixon is a graduate of the four daughters.
subject, "The Meaning of Academic under way before the greater percentFreedom." The contest is open to all age of the student body arrived. The X
college seniors. It began Sept. 15 and freshmen began the social whirl with
will run to Dec. 31.
a banquet, dances, receptions. a mixer.
Essays of 2,500 words maximum, and open house in the women's dorms.
The Hillson Cleaners welcome all their student
should be mailed to: Essay Contest,
During the summer pinnings, enNational Council of Jewish Women, gagements, and marriages took place
W. 47th Street, New York 36, N. Y. by a number of familiar people.
friends hack to the campus. Watch this space
First Prize will be $2,500; second
Pinned: Lois Welton to Mike
$1,000; and three prizes of $500 each Dodge, Delta Tau; Jean Cousins to
weekly for the Hillson Achievement Award.
will also be awarded.
Lionel Kelly, Kappa Sig: Elaine Mar.
The Committee of Judges is headed tin to Teddy Moreau, Lambda Chi;
by Supreme Court Justice William O. Nancy Leach to Roland Ware, Kappa
Douglas, and includes Dr. Ralph Sig, Bowdoin; Carol Armstrong to '
Bunche, winner of the 1950 Nobel Bill Bunter, Sigma Nu; Dotty Curti.
Peace Prize Thurman W. Arnold, to Mick Mickalonis, Delta Tau.
former Associate Justice of the U. S. Fngaged: Mike Hill to Forest Bally.
Court of Appeals, Dr. Abram L.
IS Mill Street, Orono
Married: Jody Daily to Chub
Sachar. President of Brandeis UniKnowles
to
John
Nancy
Clark;
versity, and Mrs. Douglas Horton,
Tel. 63647
former president of Wellesley College. Moore; Margie Howatt to Bill
Moraudian; Flutter Floyd to Buddy
I l'Ltu ; Dionne Williams to Fred
Like a town gossip, what we haven't Hotehinsen; Bev Bouchard to Lenwe can't tell. Call Fxt. 52
nie Keenan.

THE HILLSON CLEANERS

C ESTERFIEL

FIR 1P E
CIGARETTE
QUALITY
TO OFFER BOTH REGULAR & KING-SIZE
BOTH regular and king-size
Chesterfields are premium quality
cigarettes and come in the smart
white pack.
BOTH contain onlythose proven ingredients that make Chesterfields
the best possible smoke: the
world's best tobaccos, pure, more
costly moistening agents (to keep
them tasty and fresh), the best
cigarette paper that money can
buy—nothing else.
BOTH are much milder with an extraordinarily good taste and,from
the report of a well-known research
organization — no unpleasant
after-taste.
BOTH are exactly the same in all respects. There is absolutely no difference
except that king-size Chesterfield is
larger—contains considerably more of
the same tobaccos — enough more to
give you a 21% longer smoke, yet costs
little more.

ASK YOUR DEALER
FOR CHESTERFIELD
— EITHER WAY
YOU LIKE 'EM

CONTAINS TOBACCOS OF
BETTER QUALITY AND HIGHER
PRICE THAN ANY OTHER
KING-SIZE CIGARETTE
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LARGEST SELLING CIGARETTE in AMERICA'S COLLEGES
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